Thank you for coming!

Wednesday, 9/23

10:30 Introduction (Ullman Hall)
   Gary Westbrook, NGP Director

10:45 Session I (Ullman Hall)
   Fred Robinson, Asst. Professor, Jungers Center
   Ngan Vo, Postdoc, Goodman Lab
   Kateri Spinelli, NGP Student, Gillespie Lab
   Katie Drerup, Postdoc, Nechiporuk Lab

12:00 Lunch (Raven’s Nest)

1:00 Session II (Ullman Hall)
   Aaron Grossberg, NGP Student, Marks Lab
   Kate Saylor, NGP Student, Gillespie Lab
   Jill Wentzell, NGP Student, Kretzschmar Lab
   Art Riddle, NGP Student, Back Lab

2:00 Break

4:00 Session III (Ullman Hall)
   Matt Frerking, Asst. Professor, Behavioral Neuroscience
   Isabelle Baconguis, NGP Student, Gouaux Lab
   Chris Ford, Postdoc, Williams Lab

5:30 Happy Hour and Draw-yer-own Poster Session (Wy’East Hall)
   Hosted by Paul Barnes, Asst. Professor, Pediatrics

6:30 Dinner (Wy’East Hall)

7:30 Keynote (Wy’East Hall)
   Dr. Carla Shatz, Stanford University

Thursday, 9/24

8:00 Breakfast (Raven’s Nest)

9:45 Session IV (Ullman Hall)
   Mary Heinricher, Professor, Neurological Surgery
   Sasha Sobolevsky, Postdoc, Gouaux Lab

10:45 NGP Keynote (Ullman Hall)
   Gary Banker, Senior Scientist, Jungers Center

11:45 Lunch & Awards! (Ullman Hall)